ELECTRONIC ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION CONVERSION

Some vehicles equipped with Electronically Adjustable Suspension can have a non-adjustable strut / shock replacement. The following is a list of those vehicles and the procedures for replacement.

BUICK PARK AVENUE 1993-96 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the strut actuators
- Remove the CCR. It is located under the driver’s seat.
  - Reference GM Document VSS20000025
- Remove struts and install G56718 Front and one of the following Rears:
  - G56707, G56726, G56903, G56906

BUICK SKYLARK 1992-94 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the shock and strut actuators
- Remove the CCR. It is located behind the sound insulator panel, right side.
  - Reference GM Document VSS20000025
- Remove the shocks and struts and install G56719, G56720 front and 69749 rear.

CADILLAC DEVILLE 1991-93 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the strut actuators
- Remove struts and install G56718 front and one of the following rears:
  - G56707, G56726, G56903, G56906

CADILLAC ELDORADO 1991-92 with CCR (Computer Command Ride) or SSS (Speed Sensitive Suspension)
- Remove the strut actuators
- Remove struts and install G56717 front and G56704 rear.

CADILLAC SEVILLE 1991-92 with CCR (Computer Command Ride) or SSS (Speed Sensitive Suspension)
- Remove the strut actuators
- Remove struts and install G56717 front and G56704 rear.

CHEVROLET CORVETTE 1990-96 with ERC (Electronic Ride Control)
- Remove the shock actuators.
- Unplug the ERC module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the shocks and install 69811 or 75811 front and 69795 or 75795 rear.

FORD PROBE 1989-92 with PRC (Programmed Ride Control)
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Unplug the PRC module. It is located under the front passenger seat.
- Remove the struts and install G55600 front and G55601 rear.

FORD THUNDERBIRD TURBO COUPE 1987-88 with PRC (Programmed Ride Control)
- Remove the strut and shock actuators.
- Unplug the PRC module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and shocks and install G56504 front and 69709 rear.

MAZDA MX6 GT 1988-92 with AAS (Auto Adjust Suspension)
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Unplug the AAS module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and install G55600 front and G55601 rear.

MAZDA RX7 TURBO 1989-90 and MAZDA RX7 GXL 1986-88 with AAS (Auto Adjust Suspension)
- Remove the strut and shock actuators.
- Unplug the AAS module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and install G55542 front and G51031 rear.
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MAZDA 626 1988-92 with AAS (Auto Adjust Suspension)
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Unplug the AAS module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and install G55600 front and G55601 rear.

MAZDA 929 1988-89 with AAS (Auto Adjust Suspension)
- Remove the strut and shock actuators.
- Unplug the AAS module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and install G55713 front and G51192 rear.

MAZDA 929 1990-91 with AAS (Auto Adjust Suspension)
- Remove the strut and shock actuators.
- Unplug the AAS module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and install G55716 front and G51192 rear.

MERCURY COUGAR XR7 1987-88 with PRC (Programmed Ride Control)
- Remove the strut and shock actuators.
- Unplug the PRC module. It is located in the rear cargo area.
- Remove the struts and shocks and install G56504 front and 69709 rear.

MITSUBISHI MONTERO 1992-96 with VSA (Variable Shock Absorbers)
- Remove the shock actuators.
- Unplug the module. It is located behind the left rear trim panel.
- Remove the shocks and install G63782 or 77782 front and G63781 or 77781 rear.

NISSAN MAXIMA 1989-94 with NSS (Nissan Sonar Suspension) II
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Unplug the NSS module. It is located in the console.
- Remove the struts and install G55607, G55608 front and G44990 rear.

NISSAN PATHFINDER 1987-95 with ASA (Adjustable Shock Absorber)
- Remove the shock actuators.
- Unplug the control switch. It is located in the console.
- Remove the shocks and install G63904 or 77904 front and G63492 or 77492 rear.

OLDSMOBILE ACHIEVA 1992-94 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the shocks and strut actuators
- Remove the CCR. It is located behind the sound insulator panel, right side.
  - (Reference GM Document VSS20000025)
- Remove the shocks and struts and install G56719, G56720 front and 69749 rear.

OLDSMOBILE NINETY EIGHT 1991-96 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Remove the CCR. It is located under the driver’s seat.
- Remove struts and install G56718 front and one of the following rears:
  G56707, G56726, G56903, G56906

PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 1994-99 with CCR (Computer Command Ride)
- Remove the strut actuators.
- Remove the CCR. It is located under the driver’s seat.
- Remove struts and install G56718 front and one of the following rears:
  G56707, G56726, G56903, G56906

TOYOTA SUPRA from MARCH 1986-95 with TEMS (Toyota Electronic Modulated Systems)
- Remove the shock actuators.
- Unplug the TEMS module. It is located under the dash.
- Remove the shocks and install G51197 front and G51193 rear.